The QUICK SIX INTERVIEW (http://www.popculturebeast.com/ ?s=quick+six) - we throw ten burning
questions at your favorite artists and see which six stick. See what's next for Colin Hay, Cherie Priest,
Robyn Hitchcock and more...
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 CD Review: Luca Bash – “The Single Drops”
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Continental Europe is lled with U.K. and U.S. chart-friendly bands, EDM DJs, and quirky acts that try
to create pop music out of local cultural in uences. Luca Bash is none of those. This Italian singesongwriter would indeed sound more at home in a North American coffee shop than the Eurovision
songwriting contest.

His new EP, The Single Drops, is a sort of “Best of” of collection featuring one track from each of his
four previous EPs Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, and Key Black along with one new song. Bash does a ne job
of keeping the sound varied, something that can be a challenge when you’re ying solo with an
acoustic guitar. Well, he is helped out by an old friend named Giovanni Pes, but it is all acoustic
guitars.
On “Forever Asleep,” Bash’s vocals adeptly convey the songs emotional depth and are emphasized
when he hits the upper registers. “Dear John,” on the other hand, gets a touch bluesy, but within the
con nes of the acoustic guitars. Vocally, his Italian accent sounds almost Jamaican on this one though
the track itself does not sound Caribbean.
There’s a bit of a Spanish feel to “Little Tate,” which is something the casual fan of acoustic music
might expect at some point. It doesn’t pervade the whole song and simply provides some avor.
“Black Swan’s Walls” proves to be the rockiest song, recalling ‘70s era singer-songwriters like Cat
Stevens or a stripped-down Loggins and Messina. It would be interesting to hear this track with more
instrumentation though it works perfectly ne in this pared down format.
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immediately, but Bash’s impassioned vocal and partner Pes’ detailed playing allow it to take root,
much like the other songs in the collection.
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Ranch, and many more. Check out his podcast PF’s Tape Recorder available from
Podbean or in iTunes.
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About the Beast
Pop Culture Beast was formed in 2007 as a place for founder Garon Cockrell to write about his love of entertainment. Since then, the site has
grown in readership and staff by providing an unbiased and independent view of popular culture from movies to music to games to books and
everything in between.
Pop Culture Beast is your source for news, reviews, opinion, and commentary from a variety of perspectives from across the country. We're
completely independent with no corporate in uence so you can be sure that the reviews you read are unbiased and come from real people
who love pop culture as much as Garon does.
We have premium ad space available on the home page and sponsorship available on The Pop Culture Beast Show, our hilarious and popular
podcast (formerly known as SHOW). For more information, contact Garon (at) PopCultureBeast (dot) com.
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